
What is WordPress Toolkit?

Plesk WordPress Toolkit is the 
all-in-one solution that handles all 
WordPress installations from one single 
dashboard.

Why use WordPress Toolkit?

WordPress users of all skill levels who 
want to focus on core tasks and automate 
the mundane ones.

WordPress admins who seek for pre-
configured solutions for the best possible 
performance.

Customers who are looking for an 
intelligent tool that helps to always keep 
their WordPress sites secure and up-to-
date without breaking a live site.

Deliver all features developers are craving for!

Who is WordPress Toolkit for?

Efficient – Conserve resources with a 
robust feature set. Whether you are a 
hosting reseller, developer, or an end-user 
creating your first site, work faster with 
WordPress Toolkit. 

Convenient – Easy to use and saves your 
agents’ time. Boost your productivity by 
placing all necessary controls right where 
they belong – under your fingertips.

Secure – Defend your websites 
and accounts. Safeguarding your 
WordPress installations against malware, 
compromises, or attackers is as simple as 
“point and click.”

Modern – Remove direct wp-config 
editing from your professional life and 
switch to modern ways of doing it right.
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Benefits For Hosting/IaaS Providers

Key features

Benefits for End-Users/Web Agencies

Updating WordPress sites to the latest 
available version on a daily basis.
WordPress Toolkit fortifies your site 
security by default.

Singularly or mass-execute updates to 
the WP core, themes or plugins. Monitor 
and run all your WordPress sites from 
one dashboard.

Hardens your site by default, further 
enhanced with the Toolkit’s security 
scanner. No security expertise necessary.

WordPress Simplified - one-click installer to initialize and configure 
WordPress.

Cut Out Complexity - Stage, Clone, Sync, Update, Migrate and other 
complex tasks executed with one click. 

Secure Against Attacks - Scan all WordPress sites to identify and protect 
core installations.

Simple, but not Amateur - get full control with WP-CLI, maintenance 
mode, debug management, search engine index management and more.

Smart Updates - power-tool combo that automatically updates and tests 
WordPress in a stage server using AI.

Tune infrastructure into a premium 
WordPress product that is addressing 
the real community pains.

Generate extra revenue through 
value-added services and features the 
WordPress community wants and needs.

Create a full Managed WordPress 
offering WordPress Toolkit, and 
differentiate yourself from cheap mass 
markets.

Smart Updates is, basically, your sweet 
spot and the foundation for success in 
dealing with WordPress Agencies.
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